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ISLAND REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION
P.O. BOX 5000, COUPEVILLE, WA 98239
MEMORANDUM
TO:

IRTPO Executive Board Members

FROM:

Helen Price Johnson, Chair

RE:

Executive Board Meeting: Wednesday, February 28, 2018, 11 am – 12 pm
Meeting will be held in the Commissioner’s Hearing Room, Island County Courthouse
Annex Building, Coupeville, Washington.

You are invited to attend the IRTPO Executive Board meeting following the Council of Governments.
The primary items of business are:
Call to Order / Welcome and Introductions
1

Motion to Approve the Agenda

Action

2

Motion to Approve Minutes of January 24th

Action

3

Nomination & Selection of 2018 IRTPO Vice-Chair

Action

4

United States Bicycle Route System

Presentation/
Possible Action

15 min

5

Regional Transportation Plan Kickoff and Goals

Update

15 min

6

Potential IRTPO Partnership Projects

Update

5 min

7

Regional Mobility Grant Concept Letter

Update

5 min

8

North Sound Transportation Alliance

Update

5 min

9

WSDOT Projects (WSDOT Staff)

Update

5 min

10

New Items (all)

Discussion

5 min

5 min

Adjourn (Chair Price Johnson)

Next meeting: March 28, 2018

Acronym Key:
WSDOT: Washington State Department of Transportation
IRTPO: Island Regional Transportation Planning Organization
USBR: United States Bicycle Route System
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February 28, 2018
Barb Chamberlain, Director
WSDOT, Active Transportation Division
402 2nd Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98104

RE:

Support for nomination of United States Bicycle Routes 87, 95 & 97, including system routing
through Whidbey Island

Dear Ms. Chamberlain:
We, the members of the Island County Regional Transportation Planning Organization (IRTPO), support
further development of the United States Bicycle Route (USBR) system in Washington State, and especially
for the proposed routing of USBR 97 through Whidbey Island.
Members of the IRTPO consider bicycle and pedestrian transportation to be important to those living and
working in our region and to our visitors. We recognize that both recreational and transportation focused
cycling foster valuable economic, community development, and public health outcomes. With interest in
bicycle travel increasing, we see the nomination and designation of cross-state, interstate, and international
bicycle routes as being important for Island Region, the State of Washington and the United States.
The three proposed North-South USBR Routes: 87, 95, and 97, would intersect USBR 10, the existing
northern cross-state route in the USBR system. This intersection creates a robust bicycle network linking
NW Washington to our neighboring states, including Alaska.
We recognize that USBR 87, 95, and 97 are generally defined, for the purpose of designation, through the
American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials in coordination with WSDOT. We also
understand that consultation will continue with owner jurisdictions prior to detailed alignment and
delineation, and that ongoing amendments to the routes may be expected over time.
Island Region has been involved with USBR route discussions for over two years now. Our support for
system routing of USBR 97 through our region was informed by input from the following:


Key engineering and planning staff from Island County, Oak Harbor, Coupeville, and Langley



Members of the Whidbey Island and Skagit Bicycle Clubs



Members of the IRTPO Technical Advisory Committee, which includes members of the public
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All stakeholders consulted were in favor of nominating a USBR route through Island Region and we
received valuable input regarding specific routing opportunities. Therefore, we are confident that
nominating and establishing the northern USBR routes, and the proposed route 97 through Whidbey Island
is the right choice for Island Region.
Sincerely,

Helen Price Johnson, Chair
Island Regional Transportation Planning Organization
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IRTPO – 2040 RTP Work Plan
Kick-off Mtg, Public
Outreach Plan
Kick-off Mtg

2017

Dec

G & P (1st)

Jan

Feb

Mar

G & P, RTP work
program ideas
Projects,
content
elements

G & P (2nd)

Apr

May

Jun

Preview key
elements
Finance,
misc

Jul

Working
draft (1st)

Aug

Final 2040 RTP Review
and Adoption

Public draft
review, approve
Working
draft (2nd)

Sep

Oct

Nov

2018

Background & Data Collection

Goals & Policies; Issues; Engagement Plan; Systems Inventory
Content Development; Tone and Style; Project ID and Evaluation
Develop and Refine Draft Plan Elements

Legend
TAC Meeting

Acronyms

Review, Refine Working Draft 2040 RTP

RTP - Regional Transportation Plan
G & P – Goals and Policies

Review, Refine Public Review Draft 2040 RTP

Approach
Executive Board Meeting

TAC provides primary input on plan content and elements. TAC
reviews and edits the working draft plan (2 meetings) and then
forwards it to the Executive Board. The Executive Board reviews
and refines this draft further if necessary before approving it for
public review and comment. Public comments are incorporated
as appropriate before presenting a final 2040 RTP to Executive
Board for review, refinement if necessary, and adoption.
Throughout, the process is informed by stakeholder input.

Public Review and Comment Period; Response

Final 2040 RTP Review/Approval

Stakeholder Inreach and Outreach – meetings, interviews, engagement, public record

December 12, 2017
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Brian Wood

FROM:

Thera Black

DATE:

February 22, 2018

SUBJECT:

Draft Vision and Goals for 2040 RTP

Purpose
The purpose of this brief is to provide an overview to the Executive Board on the approach to the IRTPO
2040 RTP and to review draft vision and goal statements under development by the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC). Guidance from the Executive Board will provide useful input to the TAC’s work and
subsequent development of draft policies and strategic actions.
Background
An important function of Regional Transportation Planning Organizations like IRTPO is to develop a longrange transportation plan that articulates the vision and objectives of the region and lays out a strategic
direction to guide actions in achieving that vision. Work on the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) got
underway in late 2018. This briefing is the first opportunity for the Executive Board to hear about that
work and provide input on early activities.
Our approach to this RTP is to address statutory requirements sufficiently but to focus our efforts on
those elements with the greatest value to IRTPO. The work plan in Attachment A provides an outline of
this approach, with adoption of the final plan tentatively slated for late 2018. The first half of this year
will be spent in developing various elements of the plan, with review and refinement of a draft plan
scheduled for this summer, public review and comment in the fall, and final edits and approval in
November.
Throughout this process we are tapping opportunities to engage with the public where appropriate and
importantly, augmenting our outreach with ‘in-reach.’ In-reach – deep information exchanges with key
stakeholders – provides us with insights into issues and opportunities associated with different
constituencies that we are unlikely to get through typical public meeting opportunities. This may include
organizations like the Farmhouse Gang or WSDOT, tourism organizations, Naval Air Station Whidbey
Island, WA State Parks, and of course the staff and representatives of IRTPO member organizations. We
welcome suggestions throughout this process of specific groups or individuals for whom direct outreach
would be beneficial.

8730 Tallon Lane NE, Suite 200  Lacey, WA 98516  Office 360.352.1465  Fax 360.352.1509  scjalliance.com
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February 22, 2018
Page 2 of 6

Regional Vision and Goals
Vision and goal statements provide an essential framework for the RTP. They are required as a part of
RCW 47.80 but more importantly, they are an expression of the transportation aspirations of the Island
Region and its diverse communities. They articulate what the Region wants to accomplish through its
transportation policies and investments. Subsequent policies and recommended actions then provide
direction on how to accomplish the regional vision and goals.
As part of a regional plan the vision and goals are necessarily different than those developed for local or
statewide plans. That is due in large measure to the fact that regional agencies like IRTPO are not
typically owners or operators of the transportation system for which they’re planning. They don’t
control the vast majority of revenues and budget decisions that support the transportation system. They
aren’t bound by jurisdictional boundaries in the way that local agencies are, and in fact have a
responsibility to look beyond those boundaries and traditional interests. Regional goals and policies will
be complementary to those of cities, the County, Island Transit, the ports, and WSDOT. Taken together
they are each doing their part to move the local community, the region, and the state in a common
direction.
That background provides a brief context for development of the vision and goals for IRTPO’s 2040 plan.
In preparation for developing the IRTPO vision and goals we looked at early work conducted in the
summer of 2017. In reviewing those materials several core values of IRTPO were evident:
 Transportation needs to reflect the diversity of community character throughout the region – a
one-size-fits-all approach doesn’t fit the Island Region. The transportation system must support
all the reasons people travel, and it must do so in an equitable manner.
 The Island Region’s transportation system is inherently multimodal and it must accommodate
not just the movement of people but also of goods and services in support of a diverse economy
and work force.
 System safety and efficiency are paramount concerns that transcend modes and jurisdictional
boundaries.
 Transportation should make positive contributions to public health, to the natural environment,
and to the overall well-being of people and businesses throughout the Island Region.
 An engaged public is an informed public, and an informed public expects accountability in the
use of limited transportation resources.
With this background we developed draft vision and goal statements for the TAC review and discussion
on February 8th. That informative discussion pointed to the need for greater clarity about the
relationship of IRTPO to the local and state agencies that own and operate the transportation system.
This led to the development of a preface statement that will be incorporated into the plan to help
eliminate confusion about the role and responsibilities of a regional transportation planning
organization and the relationship it has with its local, state, national, and possibly private partners.
This same need for clarity led to productive discussions as to just how explicit the goal language should
be, again revealing some early thinking and reconciliation about the relationship between IRTPO and its
members. These are new working relationships among the region’s partners and the discussions were all
congenial and constructive. In fact, the discussion concluded with express support for the emerging role
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of IRTPO as a champion for the shared interests of the region and the desire for sufficient funding to
support the regional program to its full potential.
In response to the TAC discussion alternate language was drafted that reflects a softer, more suggestive
approach for the goal statements. The TAC will consider this next to the original language at its next
meeting in March before settling on preferred draft language.
Following are the working draft vision and goal statements under development by the TAC, with a new
preface that provides some regional context. Topics that policies or strategic actions might address for
each of these goals are indicated in grey and will be fleshed out more fully in the future. Insights and
suggestions from the Executive Board will provide input to the TAC’s next work session, at which we
hope to reach agreement on draft language for the vision and goals and around which we can begin to
develop policies and strategic actions for consideration by the Executive Board.

Preface

The Island Region’s transportation system consists of the infrastructure, services, and programs owned
and operated by the members of IRTPO – the cities, County, Island Transit, port districts, and WSDOT –
and other service providers both public and private. The range of travel choices and how the system
functions is the cumulative result of many independent, day-to-day decisions made by the owners and
operators of each element of that system. These RTP vision and goals describe the collective aim of
those independent decisions so that they come together as a seamless, coordinated, well-connected
regional transportation system.

Draft IRTPO Regional Transportation Vision (the aspiration framing the goals)

Island Region’s transportation system provides a full range of efficient, reliable, well-connected travel
choices for residents and visitors, and supports the mobility needs of the region’s businesses.
Transportation enhances overall quality of life, public health, and economic well-being for the Island
Region today and for generations to come.

Draft IRTPO Regional Transportation Goals (what to do in support of the vision)

[Note that these are working goals and are still being revised. The bolded black language was the
original language considered by the TAC. The bolded blue language represents the first round of
revisions to reflect TAC concerns. Further review and discussion by the TAC along with any guidance from
the Executive Board will inform the next round of revisions.]
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1. Support the economic health and vitality of the Island Region.
1a. Promote the economic health and vitality of the Island Region. (alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should consider the needs of the region’s diverse businesses and industries
and support strategic partnerships. Topics that policies or actions might address include: freight needs of
military, manufacturing and agricultural industries; tourism and active recreation opportunities;
leadership in maintaining cross-sound connections; innovative partnerships beyond transportation
stakeholders; job access for area work force; effective integration of park-and-ride facilities into the
multimodal transportation system.
2. Create a healthier environment for current and future generations.
2a. Facilitate a healthier environment for current and future generations. (alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should strive to minimize transportation impacts on the natural, built, and
social environment and increase opportunities for public health. Topics that policies or actions might
address include: electrification of the transportation system; reduce per capita vehicle miles traveled;
increase opportunities for active travel; support for Safe Routes to School activities that get more kids
walking and biking; access to parks and recreational opportunities.
3. Maintain the transportation system in a state of good repair.
3a. Support efforts to maintain the transportation system in a state of good repair. (alternative
language)
Policies and strategic actions should support agencies in their efforts to manage assets in ways that keep
life cycle costs as low as possible. Topics that policies or actions might address include: make road and
transit maintenance a regional funding priority; maintain shoulders for bike travel; support low-cost
preventive measures over costly reconstruction; explicitly consider life cycle costs when evaluation
system expansion needs and priorities.
4. Ensure the transportation system operates efficiently and reliably.
4a. Promote transportation system efficiency and reliability. (alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should help increase system reliability and reduce wasted capacity. Topics
that policies or actions might address include: increase circulation and route connectivity; promote
alternatives to driving alone; strategically locate and manage park-and-ride facilities; provide real-time
public information on congestion and parking availability with a particular emphasis on ferry traffic and
terminals; signal timing and coordination activities; focus on Deception Pass bridge land-side congestion
issues; reduce impacts of “fender bender” delays via network design and circulation; private provider
partnerships to increase multimodal ferry access.
5. Make the transportation system safe for all users.
5a. Work towards a safer transportation system for all users. (alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should help reduce the risk of serious injuries or fatalities for the traveling
public and system operators, regardless of travel mode. Topics that policies or actions might address
include: system design; consideration of ‘first and last’ segments of multimodal trips; role of educationenforcement-emergency response-evaluation in addition to engineering; systemic network analysis to
target investments where they’ll have the biggest impact; low-cost, innovative technology applications
to increase safety for non-motorized travelers.
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6. Ensure the transportation system increasingly supports community visions as expressed in
adopted Comprehensive Plans.
6a. Advance consistency between transportation and land use plans. (alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should promote consistency between transportation system policies and
investments and the land use plans they are intended to support. Topics that policies or actions might
address include: contextually-appropriate strategies for different types of areas; coordination between
local, regional, state, military agencies; IRTPO as a forum to explore mechanisms for better coordination;
consideration of more transit-oriented land use patterns over time in the vicinity of the Clinton ferry
terminal.
7. Ensure all people have access to the opportunities in their daily lives.
7a. Promote equitable access for all people to the opportunities in their daily lives. (alternative
language)
Policies and strategic actions should support a range of reliable and equitable travel choices that meet
the needs of the traveling public, regardless of ability, income, or geography. Topics that policies or
actions might address include: reliable and well-connected range of travel choices; support Human
Services Transportation Plan findings and recommendations; increase access to public transportation;
strengthen partnerships with non-traditional service providers; role of technology in closing the access
gap; Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and the emerging role of transportation network companies like Uber
and Lyft; health care access; veterans mobility; Intercounty Connector.
8. Continue to manage the public’s resources in an open and cost-effective manner.
Policies and strategic actions should demonstrate public accountability and good stewardship in light of
limited resources and changing demands on the system. Topics that policies or actions might address
include: fiscally responsible investments; consideration of full life-cycle costs; practical solutions that
reduce over-built infrastructure; data-driven decision-making; public education about priorities and
trade-offs; monitor and respond to pending changes in transportation revenue sources and uses.
Maximize bang-for-the-buck. Maintain big picture, holistic, systemic perspectives. Go for comprehensive,
practical solutions, not band aids. Fix the problems, not the symptoms.
9. Maximize system resiliency in the face of climate change, natural disasters, and other forces
outside the control of IRTPO partners.
9a. Maximize system resiliency in the face of extreme weather events, natural disasters, and other
forces outside the control of IRTPO partners. (alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should support transportation’s role in the ability of agencies to respond
and recover as quickly as possible after major system disruptions. Topics that policies or actions might
address include: participation and collaboration in emergency management partnerships; leadership in
identifying vulnerabilities or opportunities unique to the Island Region; coordination with business on
ways transportation can support restoration of economic activity after a major disruption; role of transit
in evacuation; climate adaptation, monitoring and response.
10. Be ready for technological changes that are transforming travel demand and mobility.
10a. Cultivate awareness and informed responses to technological changes and innovations in the
transportation arena. (alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should encourage collaboration between old and new partners in thinking
about transportation in new ways and how to adapt effectively as conditions evolve. Topics that policies
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or actions might address include: IRTPO role in convening innovative partnerships; ways to engage
emerging transportation network companies (TNC); emerging role of Mobility as a Service (MaaS) in
transportation planning and partnerships; value of data sharing and protocols in managing system
demand; managing unintended consequences; sufficiency of 20th century policy frameworks for
emerging 21st century transportation system. Active engagement. Consider and evaluate, respond and
adapt. Be nimble.
11. Provide visionary leadership in advancing connectivity for the Island Region.
Policies and strategic actions should reflect the unique nature of connectivity within an island region and
between that region and other communities, as well as the unique role of IRTPO within that region.
Topics that policies or actions might address include: connecting Whidbey and Camano islands via
Saratoga Passage; advance the Intercounty Connector as part of a broader regional initiative; promote
long-term park-and-ride capacity in Mukilteo to encourage more efficient use of the Clinton-Mukilteo
ferry service; explore potential value of future passenger ferry service to the emerging economic center in
Everett; advance Island Region’s interests in long-range state ferry initiatives; harness iconic nature of
island access for tourism and active recreational economic benefits. More expansive thinking about
connectivity here or elsewhere – connectivity as underlying premise of this plan – between islands but
also between modes, communities, regions, etc.
12. Leverage transportation to promote the Island Region and its unique assets.
12a. Promote the Island Region and its unique assets through strategic transportation decisions.
(alternative language)
Policies and strategic actions should leverage those qualities of the Island Region that make it different
from any other place, for the benefit of its residents, businesses, industry, and environment. Topics that
policies or actions might address include: Scenic Isle Way access and promotion; access to historic sites
and state parks; marine trails access; active recreation and bicycle touring in the rain shadow of the
Olympics; iconic vistas; strategic gateway planning for ports of entry; connections to Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island destinations such as historical waypoints as well as multimodal connections and
interpretive trails between the bases and the surrounding community; agri-tourism; access to arts,
cultural and recreation events on the islands. Harness public attitudes and island culture with public
education / information. Recognize the important role IRTPO plays in facilitating a collaborative, shared
approach towards planning and promoting the entire region.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
IRTPO’s regional transportation strategy is based on connections – between islands and places,
between modes, and between transportation and other community objectives. It entails holistic, big
picture perspectives with the long view in mind. Its success relies on collaboration, coordination, and
enduring partnerships.

n:\projects\0777 island county\0777.01 irtpo regional transportation plan\ph 1 - strategic policy and program development\exec
meetings\20180228_overview vision goals_exec.docx
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Electric Vehicles: How Island County Compares

Electric Vehicle Ownership
Comparison by County Persons Per EV
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Selection of Puget Sound Area Counties
Number of persons per electric vehicle provides a method of electric vehicle comparison between counties.
Seattle has a strong influence on the King County measure. The EV density in Island County is similar to
other central Puget Sound counties.
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Seattle Making a Big Electrification Push



Seattle electric vehicle sales share at four times national average
Not including California cities, Seattle ranked
o 2nd for electric vehicle sales
o 3rd for most extensive public electric charging infrastructure



Drive Clean Seattle (3 of 6 strategies):
o EVs and EV Charging: Increase adoption of electric vehicles by facilitating access to charging
o City Leadership: Electrify the city’s fleet to demonstrate best practices
o Outreach and Awareness: Increase consumer exposure to EVs and awareness of benefits
March 2017:
total 5,143

Figure 1 Seattle electric vehicle sales since 2010

Figure 2 Electric vehicle charging availability compared with electric vehicle promotion efforts
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Electric Vehicle Forecasts
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ISLAND REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION (IRTPO) EXECUTIVE BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
January 24, 2018

Executive Board Members in Attendance:
Member Attendance List
Helen Price Johnson, Island County Commissioner
Rick Hannold, Island County Commissioner
Jill Johnson, Island County Commissioner
Curt Gordon, Port of South Whidbey
Mohammad Mostfavinassab, Port of Coupeville
Commissioner
Mike Nortier, Island Transit Exec. Dir
Tim Callison, Mayor, City of Langley
Molly Hughes, Mayor, Town of Coupeville
Bill Oakes, IRTPO Executive Director
Todd Carlson, WSDOT
Jackie Henderson, Island Transit
Other Attendees
Connie Bowers, Island County
Thera Black, SCJ Alliance
Maribeth Crandell, Island Transit
Doug Coutts,S. Whid Parks

Members not in Attendance
Jennifer Meyer, NAS Whidbey
Bob Severns, Mayor City of Oak Harbor

Facilitator
Brian Wood, IRTPO Staff

January Action Items:









Update website with final agenda and minutes.
Update with new members.
Schedule a health and transportation presentation
Seek appointment of IRTPO Vice Chair in February
Direction given for staff to investigate feasibility of an EV charging partnership project
Direction given for staff to investigate feasibility of a Scenic Isle Way partnership project
Direction given for staff to pursue an aerial imagery update project
Determine status of China City charging stations

Meeting started at 11:00am
Motions:





Agenda: Motion approved, all in favor.
Minutes of October 25th 2017 Meeting: Motion approved, all in favor.
Nomination/Appointment of IRTPO Chair: Motion to appoint Helen Price Johnson as IRTPO Chair was approved,
with all in favor.
Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) WSDOT amendments: Motion to approve amending the
IRTPO RTIP to include: WA-10903 SR525/Honeymoon Bay-Bush Point Rd – intersection improvements, WA-10912 SR
1
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20/Deception Pass & Canoe Pass Bridges – Seismic Analysis, and WA-10890 Regionwide Shoulder Rumble Strip
Installation 2018 RTIP was approved, all in favor.
Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) Island County amendments: Motion to approve amending
the IRTPO RTIP to include: WA-10920 Island County 2017 Safety – Guardrail, WA-10921 Island County 2017 Safety –
Flexible Guideposts, and WA-10918 Island County 2017 Safety – Shoulder Paving was approved, all in favor.

Selection of IRTPO Chair for the 2018 cycle
 Helen Price Johnson was nominated and accepted the nomination. The appointment of a Vice Chair was
inadvertently overlooked and will be addressed at the February meeting of the IRTPO Board.
Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) Amendments for WSDOT
 3 WSDOT project amendment requests were put forth for the IRTPO Regional Transportation Improvement program
 Board members were reminded that the RTIP is a list of projects that are approved to go forward in our region by
the IRTPO.
 WSDOT indicated that two of the projects (rumbles strips and seismic analysis are routine), but the Honeymoon BayBush Point Rd (WA-10903) project needed further discussion.
o WSDOT’s preferred improvement for the location would be a roundabout, but the funding would be
insufficient so they will likely look at low cost improvements and then return the remaining funding.
o The Board expressed the desire to look at other options within the vicinity that would address the problem.
o WSDOT indicated that the budget is a line item, so it lacks the flexibility to apply the funds more broadly.
Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) Amendments for Island County
 3 Island County project amendment requests were put forth for the IRTPO Regional Transportation Improvement
program. The projects were all safety efforts: guardrail, guideposts and shoulder widening. There was no discussion.

Special Needs Transportation Planning Project








The board was reminded of the IRTPO charge to help ensure that all people have access to
transportation. It was noted that the IRTPO is developing a Human Services Transportation Plan (HSTP)
that identifies need, resources and priorities for intervention and that the plan will be instrumental for
regional sponsors in applying for WSDOT Consolidated Grant funding.
To facilitate development of the HSTP, the IRTPO has kicked off the Special Needs Transportation
Planning Project to:
o Helps develop our network of stakeholders and end-users
o Compile the needed data for the HSTP
We are in the process of reaching out to our current network stakeholders and the public and a
website has been set up for Human Services Transportation Planning: tinyURL/IslandHSTP
Question: Creative ideas for participants or plans?
Answer: We have solicited known contacts to help us expand our network and out consultant has
particular experience with contacts in the central Puget Sound area that may help us fill out our
network further. Creative project ideas have included mobile health clinics and improved telemedicine
options.

Potential IRTPO Partnership Projects
 Staff sought direction from the board to explore the feasibility of applying for two or three regional concept
projects for the next call for federally funded projects in March:
o Installation of enhanced electric vehicle charging stations with one or more partners.
2
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o

o

The City of Langley owns 3 units and they are now trying to find a way to maintain these through
the company Blink. Langley is also aware that PSE is looking into EV charging. It was
recommended that contact be made with Lynn Murphy at PSE. PSE may be able to add charges
to regular electric bill. Langley is willing to hold off contracting with Blink if a larger project may
go forward.
 It was noted that such a project may involve public private partnerships and this organization
should consider
 Do some research around the demand for EV charging, collection of information from stations
that already exist? What rates are being charged at current stations?
Making recommended improvements from the Scenic Isle Way plan with one or more partners.
 It was noted that Isle Way improvements could be considered for Camano Island as well even
without the state designation.
 Do some outreach to Island County tourism group for suggestions about where they see
opportunities
 Sherry Wyatt is a good connection.
 Get on tourism agenda
 Question: Does the Isle Way plan determine how signage is used in the corridor?

Updating aerial imagery.
 Can the Navy contribute aerial imagery funding?

Farmhouse Gang Legislative Forum Outcome & 2018 Agenda






The Farmhouse Gang (or North Sound Connecting Communities Program) met with legislators, including
o Senator Steve Hobbs (D-44th)
o Representatives June Robinson (D-38th) and Carolyn Eslick (R-39th)
A summary of the Farmhouse Gang’s Healthcare & Transportation workshop report was presented, which
noted:
o Similar health-related transportation challenges for disadvantaged citizens across the five counties
(Island, San Juan, Whatcom, Skagit and Snohomish)
o Solutions that ranged from the need for legislative attention to the problem, to local solutions such as
mobile medicine and telemedicine clinics.
o Representative Robinson sits on the Healthcare & Wellness, and appropriations committees and Senator
Hobbs chairs the transportation committee. After hearing that the problems and solutions involved
more than transportation, Rep. Robinson suggested the potential need for a joint health and
transportation committee.
2018 Agenda
o In your packet you have a handout from the Farmhouse meeting where you can see some of the
organization’s successes and needs
o It is my sense that everyone in the Farmhouse Gang is behind getting more consistent funding for the
County Connector Services.
o The Health & Transportation issue is definitely ongoing, but the report generated from the workshop
will help inform our Special Needs Transportation Planning project and our developing HSTP.
3
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WSDOT Updates
o WSDOT Other Updates
 WSDOT open house January 31st at 5:30 pm at North Whidbey Middle School: focus on Sharpes Corner

project.


o Rapid Timeline April 9 to 4th of July (95 days). Miller Gibraltar will be finished first.
o Significant delays expected at times
Banta Rd/SR 20 Intersection Improvement. WSDOT has not selected the improvement, but it was noted that WSDOT
will no longer consider a traffic signal unless there is a very compelling reason. It was also suggested that current
signals in Island County may be converted to roundabouts in the future.

NEXT MEETING: Feb 28, 2018

4
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